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The following list has been prepared with the help of many people who have 
provided information about various activities that are taking place in our area. 
The need to record this work in some permanent form is of .prime importance 
if the study of Leicestershire archreology is to progress. Leicester Museum has 
made available its records, and included in the list below are objects which were 
found a number of years ago, but which have only recently found their way into 
the museum collections. Consequently exact find spots are not always known with 
certainty. Where finds have been acquired by the museum and accessed, the acces
sion number has been given (Ace No). Similarly, Rutland County Museum has 
been most helpful in providing a list of recent accessions. 

A number of sites just outside the County boundary have been included because 
of their importance to the archa:ology of the region. AJithough these notes are 
intended primarily for 1970.-2, if work from previous years has not been published 
then it has been included. 

The next volume of Transactions will contain archreological notes for 1973 
and these should be sent to Mr McWhirr by the end of January 1974, along with 
any photographs or plans considered worthy of publication. 

DESERTED MEDIEVAL VILLAGE RESEARCH GROUP. 
During 1969 various sites were watched by local members of the OMV Research 
Group. These included Cotes De Val (SP 553887), Co~d Newton (SP 716065) 
and Knaptotlt (SP 626895). Sysonby (SK 739190) was 1nspected by J G Hurst 
and T Pearce who concluded that the site was a monastic grange, with a central 
complex and large barns in the outer enclosures. This is now referred to as 
Sysonby II, and has been planned by K C Oarke and T Pearce. For further 
details see the 17th Annual Report of the Deserted Medieval Village Research 
Group, 1969, p 17, from which this note is taken. 

Work in 1970 was concentrated in the western half of the county, an area little 
covered in previous years. Two new sites were reveal,ed: -Far Coton (SK 389022) 
andl Stretton-en-le-Field (SK 304119). A third site, Ov:erton Saucy, found from 
documentary evidence, remains to be found on the ground although an area in 
which it formerly existed is known. 

Several sites have been planned by the local group and Theddingworth 
(SP 668858) appeared in the 18th Annual Report for 1970. 

LEICESTERSHIRE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. 
Six years' work by a group of local archreologists led by R A P Peek is reported 
in A Provisional List of Sites in Leicestershire recognised from Aerial Photographs, 
with an introduction by R A P Peek and D Parsons, and published by the Univ
ersity of Leicester Department of Adult Education and CBA Group 6 in 1972. 
Sites are listed by parish, with grid refereru:es and index numbers of photographs 
consulted. All visible anomalies on the photograph hav:e been recorded, whether of 
proven archreological significance or not, and it is further noted whether the features 
have been checked in the field, and if so, whether they are archreologically 
identifiable. ' 

Copies of the duplicated list are lodged in several local libraries, including 
the Society's. Heavy users of it may obtain a copy from D Parsons (address below). 
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The main local collections of photographs consulted are the RAF verticals in 
Leicester Museum and Art Gallery, New Walk and Hunting Survey's verticals 
in Vaughan College, St. Nicholas Circle, Leicester. Users of the list wishing to 
consult the original photographs should apply in the case of the Museum's 
collection to G A Chinnery, Principal Keeper, and in the case of the Vaughan 
College collection in writing to D Parsons, Department of Adult Education, The 
University, Leicester. 

D PARSONS 

Various aerial photographs taken by J Pickering have been lodged with the 
National Monuments Record and Leicester Museum. 

M69 PROJECT. 
The proposed eleven-mille route of the motorway through Leicestershire passes 
over twelve parishes, and in light of the arcrueological discoveries made on 
other motorways in Britain, the local group of the Council for British Arcrueology 
appointed J B Whitwell as ooordinator of the project. At the first open . meeting 
concerned with this work some 50 people attended, and three group leaders were 
appointed for the field work. A further group worked with R Potts at the County 
Record Office combing surviving documents for indications of sites of archreological 
interest. During 1973 field work will continue and trial excavation will be carried 
out on sites which show some archreol.ogical potential. This will be financed by 
money from ,the Department of the Environment administered by the Leicestershire 
Archreological Committee. 

LEICESTER 
BEAUMONT LEYS. SK 56950723 

AD MCWHIRR 

A polished flint axe 13.2 cm long and with a maximum width of 6.3 cm was found. 
Ace No 469'1971 

BEAUMONT LEYS. SK 565094 
A medieval iron spearhead with socket missing was found by T Pearce on Castle 
Hilil, Beaumont Leys, near the 'fishpond'. Ace No 298'1971 

CASTLE STREET. SK 58240428 
Construction work on town houses in Castle Street revealed what appeared to 
be either a large pit or a U-shaped ditch about six feet deep and seven feet across 
at the top, containing late Iron Age to early Romano-British pottery. Above this 
early occupation was a later north-south street of the Roman town, the same street 
that was located at the west edge of the Holiday Inn site in 1969 and that bounds 
the Jewry Wa:1,1 site to the west. 
Records and finds in Leicester Museum Ace No 124'1970 

J MELLOR 

18 HIGHCROSS STREET. SK 58490443 
During building operations in the cellar of 18 Highcross Street( St. Nicholas Circle) 
several walls of a Roman building Wefe uncovered adjacent to the metalled surface 
of a street. This is presumably the main east-west street of the Roman town which 
has already been recorded at several points further west. 

J MELLOR 

JEWRY WALL. SK 58230445 
Members of ,the Department of Antiquities, Leicester Museum watched the 
excavation of stanchion holes along the south side of the Jewry Wall site for the 
footbridge across St. Nicholas Circle. Foundations of a Roman wall and traces of 
floors and other occupation were recorded. A quantity of pottery was recovered. 
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Other finds included a coin of Vespasian and a considerable amount of painted wall 
plaster some of which had been burnt. Ace No 197'1971 

J MELLOR 

MARKET PLACE. SK 58760446 
The development in the Market Place was watched by members of the Department 
of Antiquities, Leicester Museum. No structures were observed in any of the 
stanchion holes apart from a possible gravel surface. The finds stratified below 
this were all of Roman date. There was a considerable disturbance of the top few 
feet in all the excavations. 
Records and finds in Leicester Museum Ace No 291'1971 

J MELLOR 

ST. NICHOLAS CIRCLE. SK 58370447 
Between August 1971 and April 1972 a site on the north side of St. Nicholas Circle, 
east of the underpass, was excavated by the Department of Antiquities, Leicester 
Museum. Traces of late medieval and post-medieval buildings were found although 
no coherent plan was revead,ed. This may perhaps be explained by the fact that the 
site lay some way back from the medieval street frontage and probably behind the 
houses themselves, in an area of back yards and out-houses. This idea is 
strengthened by the number of small hearths, ovens and cesspits which were found. 
There were also traces of metal working and an unusua11y large number of frag
ments of worked bone indicating some other kind of workshop. The only other 
structure was a narrow, cobbled area between two walls which may indeed have 
been the alley-way between two properties. 

Unfortunately the earlier medieval and Saxon levels were again absent; the 
lowest levels lay directly on the latest surviving Roman ones. 

The site lay across the south wing of the Roman forum, towards the south
east comer. From this and earlier excavations it now appears that the south wing 
wa'.s composed of a double range of rooms with inner and outer porticoes. The 
idea of a narrow street suggested by the 1965 excavation can finally be disposed of, 
as in 1972 extensive remains of a clay floor were founcj in this position, correspond
ing with the traces of clay flooring observed in 1965 in the external portico of the 
east wing. Immediately south of this portico was a metalled surface, presumably 
the same as that found below 18 Highcross Street (see above). This suggests that 
the mam east-west street carrying the Fosse Way through the town widened in 
front of the forum into an open a.rea about eighty feet wide. This lends further 
colour to the idea that the main entrance to the forum was through the south wing, 
opposite th.e basilica and opening directly from a forecourt off the main street. It 
is possible that there may have been a double entrance flanking a central structure 
which jutted out into the forecourt. 
Records and finds in the Leicester Museum Ace No 302'1971 

J MELLOR 

ST. NICHOLAS CIRCLE (south side, east of the underpass). SK 58330435 
Roman street metalling and silt were observed in the west section of the excava
tions for the new petrol station. This must be the north-south street bounding 
insula XXII to the west. Roman occupation levels were observed in a service 
txench to the east. Ace No 476'1971 

J MELLOR 

SOUTHGATE STREET. SK 58400419 
During July and August, 1972, excavations took place across the site of the Old 
Blue Boar Inn on Southgate Street ·and the adjacent site to the south, where it 
was hoped to pick up the defences of the Roman and medieval town. Traces of 
post-medieval buildi!llgs were found at the north and south ends of the trench, but 
it was not possible to explore these in any detail . A cobbled surface at. the north 
end of the site may represem: an earlier yard of the Blue Boar Inn. The middle part 
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of the trench had been disturbed to a considerable extent by a ditch filled in the 
eighteenth century. Below this, and running roughly south-west to north-east, was 
a ditch apparently belonging to a much earlier period but unfortunately time and 
space were insufficient to allbw the feature to be completely excavated. At the south 
end of the trench a heap of stone rubble may represent the town wall and south of 
this was the lip of a possible ditch. Without further excavation however it is not 
possible to draw definite conclusions about any of these features. It is hoped that 
further excavation of the Newarke House car-park in 1973 may hclip to elucidate 
some of these problems. Ace No 263'1972 

J MELLOR 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

For further details of buildings described by D H Smith see : -
I. Survey of Buildings under threat of demolition. Interim Report I. 

(Univ of Leicester, Dept. of Adult Education) 
2. Leicestershire Vernacular buildings threatened and demolished 1970-3. 

Forthcoming. 

ANSTEY. 25 THE NOOK. SK 551087 
Part of an extensive yard complex the remainder o£ which had already been 
demolished was examined. Number 25 contained a single saddle cruck truss. Traces 
of footings for another truss were found 4-84 m from the remaining truss. Cruck 
dimensions: ground to saddle, 5.76 m. Internal width of truss 5.30 m. Saddle 1.38 m 
wide, mortice for king-post. 

D H SMITII 

BARK.BY THORPE. SK 64760814 
A socketed bronze axe was found beneath an uprooted hedgerow on Hamilton 
Grounds Farm by D Batradale. The axe, which is most proba9ly of 7th-century 
B.C. date, has a slender faceted body 10.5 cm long. a narrow side-loop, and a 
damaged cutting edge. No further objects were fuund when the site was visited 
by McWhirr and Peek. Ace No 593'1969 

RAPPEEK 

BARWELL. SK 44459655 
Roman and medieval pottery was found during housing development at Barwell, 
but no structures were observed. Ace No 37'1973 

S SMITII 

BEEBY. 
A fragment of a fourteenth-cenitury encaustic floor tile with a Lombardic Alphabet 
design was found by T Pearce. Ace No 129'1971 

BREEDON-ON-THE-HILL. 
Uns.tratified Iron Age; Roman and medieval pottery found during 1963 was added 
to ·the Museum collection. Ace No 125'1970 

BREEDON-ON-TI-IE-HILL. SK 407235 
A sma!il bronze coin of late fourth-century type was found after demolition of 
Platchetts House in 1965. It was in poor condition and is now in the possession 
of J G G Shields of Breedon--0n-the-Hill. 

Another coin of similar type was found in 1966 at SK 406235 and is in the 
possession of Mr Shields. 

REV K H WAYNE 
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BREEDON-ON-THE-HILL. SK 393222 (STAUNTON HAROLD) 
An investigation of the area east of the site of the deserted village of Andreskirk 
was undertaken in October 1969 by the Revd K H Wayne following the discovery 
of a scatter of surface finds by A A Stanley of Limes Farm. A first trial trench 
revealed some slight evidence of foundations that had been much disturbed by 
ploughing. Sherds of South Gaulish samian ware along with rims and body sherds 
of coarse wares of the first and second century were recovered. A second trial 
trench, approximately forty metres SSE, uncovered loose bonded foundations of 
a linear building. The base and bottom half of a 1ate Iron Age or Roman native
type storage jar in pink to orange/brown fabric with grey core, has been presented 
to Leicester Museums by CA Blunt the landowner. (Ace No 477'1971) 

Blue/grey and grey ware, together with sherds of black gritted ware, were 
recovered. The site was back-filled at the close of the 1969 season. Comparison 
has been made with similar finds at Ratcliffe-on-Soar, Red Hill SK 494304 and 
SK 492304 (See: B C G Williams, Bulletin of the Loughborough and District 
Arch,eal,ogical Society, No 4, 1961,15). 

In view gf the imminent threat of total des.truction through deeper ploughing, 
the trial work of 1969 was re-examined and a rescue excavation commenced in 
1971. Organised parties of schoolchildren and interested youth leaders rendered 
valuable assistance at the site. The interest of A A Stanlley and A & K Bonser, 
farmers, of Staunton Harold together with that of C A Blunt is acknowledged 
most gratefully. Finds are in the temporary possession of the Revd K H Wayne 
until work on the site is complete. 

During 1971 three joined fragments of the base of a samian dish, form 31, 
other fragmen,ts of samian ware, and a quantity of sherds of coarse wares of the 
second century were found. Derbyshire ware and the neck of an amphora, creamish 
pink body and orange slip, were recovered, together with four irregular shaped pieces 
of brownish orange tesser,e and fragmented tiles of Chaim.wood slate. A voussoir 
tile was discovered as a surface find in Spring Close by P H C Arnold. 

A bronze fibula original;ly in two pieces, broken but in otherwise good con
dition, was found at Roman floor level in a living room. A blue enamel roundel 
provides ornamentation additional to the usual beaded Ke~l decoration of the 
'dolphin' style of the first half of the second century. 

Work continued in 1972 revealing fragmentary foundations, several metal 
objects and further quantities of coarse wares of the second century. A bronze 
coin, in very poor condition but of likcl,y early Roman date, was found in a drain 
of a possible byre attached to the farmstead (Compare with Iwerne, Dorset, 
Arch,eo/ogical 1ournal civ (1947}, p. 48. 

REVD K H WAYNE 

BR,ENTINGBY CHURCH. SK 78501875 
Excavations were carried out by S R Hughes with the aid of a grant from the 
Society on the site of the redundant chapel of Brentingby which is due to be con
verted into a house. Four probable phases for the chapel: have been identified and 
the plan of these phases deduced from excavations and examination of the surviving 
fabric. 

SR HUGHES 

BRUNTINGTHORPE. SP 602898 
In 1971 trial trenches were dug in the western part of the field between the spring 
and churchyard fence. Objects found were two small sherds of Stamford ware, one 
dark brown sherd of a Saxon incurved bowl, a dozen sherds of coarse local 
medieval wares and the tibia bone of an ox. 

R W HIGGINBOTTOM 

BUDDON WOOD. SK 56301495 
Iron Age and Roman finds, prior to granite quarrying, were colilected by T Stand
bridge. Ace No 473'1971 
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BUDDON WOOD. SK 562149 
Trial excavations were carried out in 1972 by Mr T Pearce on behalf of the 
Department of the Environment and in conjunction with Leicester Museums. Finds 
include Neolithic flint scrapers, Iron Age A pottery, stone pounders and Roman 
material, but no structures were found. 

T PEARCE 

BURROUGH HILL. 
In 1970 and 71 excavations were conducted by the University of Leicester 
ArchreQ!ogical Society. During the first season, a fruitless attempt was made to 
understand the magnetometer survey of 1960 which had been undertaken by Dr 
M Aitken. A grid of trenches was opened inside the north quadrant of the site 
to examine an anomally which had been plotted at that point by Aitken. The 
only result of this excavation, was to suggest some layering of stonework at the 
base of one of the trenches. During the second season that stonework was examined 
more fully by incorporating the square trench of 1970 into a long trench, some 
35 foet overall, which extended well into the rear of the rampart. By examining 
this trench fully, it wa:s hoped that the sitonework found in 1970 might fall into 
the general picture of the rampart tumble. It was found that a platform of stone 
lay continuously from the rear of the rampart until it disappeared in the section 
of the previous year's trench, and this appeared to separate the old from the recent 
plough soil, and probably represents the extent to which modern deep ploughing 
has spread the tumbled stonework from the back of the rampart. The rampart 
itself was found to have no rear face at this point, and to be composed mainly of 
a loose pile of boulders with no soil packing, which had been covered by a capping 
o: clay. 

Small finds consisted mainly of Roman pottery, some of it appearing to be 
very late third century A.D. in date, and as no Roman structure is known on the 
hill, this presents interpretational problems. Other small finds attest occupation 
on the hill or in the region of the hill Jjrom at least the eairly Bronze Age, while 
some of the flints have a certain Mesolithic character. 

J H THAWLEY 

BURTON ON THE WOLDS. c.SK 5820 
Roman pottery found to the south of the Ha,IJ, was said to have been discovered 
in 1899 in association with two human skeletons. The pottery was a sherd of a 
bowl in thick grey fabric, lightly burnished externally and with a slightly incurved 
rim and heavy flange. Ace No 384' 1970 

TRIPONTIVM, CAVE'S INN CHURCHOVER, WARWICKSHIRE. 
SP 535794 

Excavation work has continued in this area in several sites, and more details can 
be obtained from. various editions of West Midlands Archceological News Sheet. 
Wo-k in 1972 concentrated on area 3, that is a Roman building 170 m south of the 
defended area of Tripontivm. 

J LUCAS 

SP 536795 
Excavations during Easter 1970 by S Smith and T Pearce for the Rugby 
Archreological Society failed to looate the Roman road in an area six by one metres 
at right angiles to the modern Watling Street. Roman occupation layers were found. 

The finds and report are with the Rugby Archreological Society. 
S SMITH 

COAL VILLE. c.SK 446143 
A neol1thic flint axe 14.6 ems long and with a diamond cross section was found in 
the garden of 17 Vernon Crescent, Coalville. 
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COLD NEWTON. c.SK 72o6 
W Reeve is plotting ridge and furrow from the 1947 collection of air photographs 
housed at Leicester Museum a,s part of a course being conducted by GA Chinnery. 

GA CHINNERY 

COSBY. 
I and 3 Main Street. SP 548950 
Remnants of two bays of box-framed timber construction with a collar and tie
beam truss roof and through purlins were recorded during a survey of the cottages 
prior to demolition. 

Bay dimensions: 4.92 m X 4.15 m and 5.07 m X 4.23 m. 
Church Farm. SP 548949 
A brick built fiarmhouse comprising two bays with a cross bay all set on a low 
stone plinth wall was investigated. A ~ter addition, probably c.1800. was attached 
at the west end of the building. Three bricks inscribed 'J.B.', 'I.A.' and 'Wm. Biggs', 
aJJl. dated 1765 support documentary evidence for a mid-eighteenth century con
struction of the p,roperty. Fragments oft joggled slipware identified c.1740 retrieved 
from under the foundatiOl!lS may confirm such dating. Building now demolished. 
Ivy Farm. SP 547948 
The remnants of a bay of box frame timber construction with evidence of a collar 
and tie-beam roof truss was demolished in the course of site development at Coates' 
Haulage Depot. 

D H SMITH 

COTES ABBEY. 
A fragment of bone, 6.5 cm long and 4.3 cm wide with a hole pierced in it, was 
found in the River Soar opposite Cotes Abbey. On one side three grooves flormed 
a rough triangle. Ace No 387'1970 

CROFT. 
Roman tiles and pottery were found in Clarke's sand pit in 1952 and recently given 
to the Museum. Ace No 299'1971 

DRAYTON. SP 83059310 
A Romano-British site adjoining Prestgrave deserted village was found in 1971. 
Subsoiling had disturbed stone footings and tessellated flooring. Roof and box 
tiles as well as plaster have been recovered. Pottery indludes »iortaria, samian, 
grey ware, colour coated ware and local coarse wares. Apart from the samian, the 
pottery suggests a late third-century date. Selected finds have been deposited with 
Leicester Museum. The above grid reference is the approximate centre of the finds. 

E J LINFORD 

, EARL SHIL TON. SP 462977 
A perforated stone mace-head, found in 1950 iin the yard of 105-7 Wood Street, 
Earl Shilton, was given to the museum. Ace No 96'1972 

HARL SHIL TON. 
3 and 3½ Hilltop. SP 468983 
Three bays of box f\rame timber construction with extensive eighteenth century 
additions and alterations were demolished in the course of road improvements. 
Roof consl!rllction was of collar and tie-beam type with lower queen struts and 
through purlirn;. In the south gable a moulded tie-beam and pans of two cusped 
braces were visible. The cross bay gable had raked struts above the collar filled 
with nine courses of ,tumbled brick. 

Bay dimensions: 5.07 m X 4.61 m; 5.84 m x 4.61 m and 4.61 m x 3.53 m. 
D H SMITH 
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GLEN PARVA. 
During the construction of a sewer in May 1972 from Glen Parva to Whetstone 
the following finds were recorded : -
SP 57359830 Medieval pottery, but no structures. A low rectangular earth plat-

form is visible in this area. Ace No 36'1973 
SP 573983 A flint flake. Ace No 39'1973 
SP 57409828 A band of dark brown soil half a metre below the present ground 

surface contained Romano-British pottery dating c.A.D. 50/125. 
Ace No 40'1973 

SP 57519828 Medieval glazed ridge tile, part of an encaustic floor tile and green 
~d pottery. . Ace No 35'1973 

SP 57609821 Building debris, late medieval pottery, post-medieval pottery and 
plaster with reed impressions. The only structure noted was a 
granite built well. Ace No 38'1973 

SP 57429828 A large U-shaped cutting the section of which showed three distinct 
layers. The primary fill contained animal bones, otherwise there 
were no finds. 

All finds and plans are deposited with Leicester Museum. 
S SMITH 

GOADBY MARWOOD. SK 781267 
Field walking during March 1972 found a small quantity of Roman pottery which 
included samian, grey coarse wares and some colour coated ware. The coin hoard 
found in 1953 (SK 77892655) has been reported in Transactions, xxxii (1956),17. 

R G DOWSE 

GOADBY MARWOOD. 
Five Roman coins thought to have come from the same area as the hoard discovered 
in 1953 (TLAHS xxxii (1956), 17) w~e shown to Mr McWhirr and identified 
as Gallienus (2), Victorinus (1) and Tetricus (2). The 1953 hoard was found at 
SK 77892655. 

AD MCWHIRR 

GREAT BOWDEN. 
D Britten of The Paddock, Nether Green, Great Bowden, when excavating 
foundations for an extension to his house in October/November 1972, uncovered 
about fi~teen sherds of medieval pottery of fourteenth or fifteenth-century date. 

A I! BROWN 

GREAT GLEN. c.SP 655983 
Roman material found in 1962 on the recreation ground was reported to the 
Museum (Museum Annual RepOTt No 57, Ace No 513'1962) and comprised samian 
and tesserce, Further finds were shown to Mr McWhirr in October 1971 by Mrs 
J M Allen and included part of a box flue tile, a rim of black burnished ware, 
several grey wares, one rim of colour coated ware and two medieval rims. A 
badly corroded coin was found on the same site in 1966, probably fourth century 
in date. 

All the finds were made by W D Allen, Oadby. 
AD MCWHIRR 

HIGH CROSS. 
A Roman bronze fibula with an eight coil spring, plain side wings and a pierced 
catchplate, found in 1957, was donated to the museum. It is dated to the second 
half of the first century A.D. Ace No 386'1970 

HIGH CROSS. SP 474885 
Roman pottery was found which is now with Leicester Museum. 

Ace No 41'1973 
S SMITII 
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HINCKLEY. 
Part of' an early-to-mid eighteenth-century clay tobacco pipe bowl with a moulded 
ornament on each side in the form of a triangular tree was found in the garden of 
II Bedale Ave., Hinckley. Ace No 3' 1971 

HOLYOAK DMV AND TUDOR INDUSTRIAL SITE. SP 845957 
Excavations at Holyoak between 1971 & 2 were conducted by Mrs G Brown on 
behalf of the Department of the Environment. 

A great deal of worked stone was being disturbed by ploughing, and together 
with a large amount of pottery of Tudor and 17th-centll1IY origin it was decided 
to strip a Jiarge area south of the modern furm road. 

Timber buildings of the 17th century had coveired this. area, and post and stakes 
had been . supported by large boulder stones which were still in situ. These could 
have been farm buildings, but other timber buildings, with associated Tudor sherd 
and jettons, were used in the iron-smelting and metal-working industry. A very 
great deal of tap slag was discovered, but not the ovens. They could be beneath 
the road which was built in 1940. A continuation of a ditch, found in 1971 north 
of the road, and running N-S with IA/RB sherd at the bottom, and human remains 
lying E-W on the lip may be associated with the defence which shows up west of 
the farm buildings. 

Medieval croft foundations were found in every area uncovered together with 
13th-14th-century sherd. 

GWEN BROWN 

MEDIEVAL MANOR OF HOLYOAK. SP 845957 
Masonry and pottery revealed in section when a gravel pit was extended led to 
an excavation of a site on the summit of a hill west of the Eye Reservoir. 

Omsiderable domestic and industrial refuse which had been dumped from a 
Tudor site lower down the hill to the south was removed (a fine sequence of Tudor 
pottery, together with spurs and domestic objects was among the domestic bone 
which was chiefly small horned 1,heep) At a depth of 4ft 6in were found the 
foundations of a manor 75 ft long and 24 ft wide with a garde-robe on the south
west comer. A kitchen with roasting hearth 12 ft long x 6 ft 6 in wide and side 
baking ovens occupied the north wall and in the north-east comer was the 
foundation of a spiral staircase. 16 ft to the east in the courtyard was what appeared 
to be 1,tabJ.es having foundations, several times re-built on three sides only, large 
post- holes occupying the entire east side. This was contemporary with the manor. 

Considerable stone robbing had taken place but there was a quantity of Colly
weston type roofing tile and a short turned window baluster. Geoffrey de Holiok 
became the tenant of this lmid in 12·89, which belonged to the bishop ofi Lincoln 
and he could have built the manor and founded the medieval village which existed 
on the east 1,lope of the hill overlooking the Eye valley and west above the manor 
for some di1,tance. 

In the Tudor period ,the kitchen area was filled in and a wall built halfway 
along the building from east to west and a · small Tudor house was extended into 
what is now the gravel pit. This was half-timbered with the walls being plastered 
intemaley, and lean-to sheds were superimposed on the large flagged pavement 
of the medieval era. 

This in tum wa1, demolished and a blacksmith's 'shop' with lean-to sheds 
in which metal working took place covered the whole area. Several small smelting 
ovens and a quantity of blacksmith's tools were found together with horse accoutre
ments and farm ironware. A vast quantity of bronze pins from the small domestic 
to large e.4iborate dress pins and knife blade wasters of all shapes and sizes and 
incised bone handles, some half worked, were among the floor debris of these 
workshops. 

Post-holes, pitching and RB sherd of the 1st or 2nd century lay beneath 
the manor and stables, and pottery dating from 50 B.C. was found ilTl a pit in the 
stable floor. 

GWEN BROWN 
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TUDOR INDUSTRIAL AREA AT HOLYOAK. SP 845957 
On a level area south of the medieval manor and superimposed on the remains of 
the DMV was a concentration of post-holes with associated pottery showing Tudor 
and 17th-century occupation. 

Farm timber buildmgs of the latter period had disturbed the large Tudoc 
workshop which appeared to be associated with an oven 4 ft . in diameter, and 
constructed of large boulder stones. Builjt inside this at a later date was a small 
smelting hearth. After filling in this oven with collapsed stone a small flat hearth 
had been constructed and heavily used 4 ft to the west on a consolidated bed 
of gravel which had been dug from a pit alongside. 16 ft south of these features 
another oven had been almost completely dismantled leaving only the flue, which 
had been built into the gravel pit. Burnt stone from all these ovens had been re
used to support posts foe the l7th-century sheds. The Tudor building west of 
the ovens was 28 ft long x 32 ft with walls 2 ft 6 in thick and half timbered. The 
lar~ post-holes were lined with large pieces of Tudor pottery. Immediately 
outside this to the west was a large excavated area containing two clay pits which 
extended to a later date in the early 18th-century as a rubbish pit into which had 
been thrown considerable amounts oil very good horsehair waster possibly from 
the then demolished Tudor building, and domestic refuse including the long
necked sack bottles and pottery of the period. Finger and toe bones and other 
hwnan fragments were present but widely dispersed and an RB sherd was found 
right at the bottom and possibty the burials were of that period. The remains 
of a 12th-century croft had been incorporated in the Tudor foundations and a 
very well constructed well outside the croft had continued in use over the Tudor 
period and only been fiUed in with domestic rubbish in the 17th-century. 

A large c'uiy pit some 40 ft in diameter lay south of the industrial area, close 
to a consolidated stone platform where ploughing had upturned a large face stone 
and a quantity of tap slag and Tudor potsherd. Much burning indicates further 
industrial activity. 

In the digging of foundations in the farmyard for a new barn, a pit 6 ft X 5 ft, 
chamfered and constructed of boulder s,tones, and surrounded by fiat stones, could 
have been for grain storage, a cow's head and other domestic rubbish had later 
been thrown in. The associated sherd was RB and an aerial photograph shows a 
ditch with rounded comers on the west side of the farmyard. 

GWEN BROWN 

HUNGARTON. 
Hartfield Lodge is being restored and modernised and so are a pair of cottages in 
the village which originally carried a datestone '1772'. A new datestone has been 
cut saying 'Vicary House 1772' and this has been incorporated into the walJ of a 
newly built garage. 

In the front garden of the "Manor House" a brick water cistern was discovered 
about half a metre below the turf line in the lawn. Brickwork suggested that it was 
contemporary with the house, 1772. 

LOCKINGTON-HEMINGTON. SK 48202940 
Roman pottery, tiles, tessera: and roofing slates were found on the site of the villa 
discovered by Dr J K St Joseph (TLAHS xxxix (1963-4),52) during fieldwailking 
in 1972. The pottery included abraded sherds of grey wares, a single sherd of 
undecorated samian and a rim ot1 colour coated ware. 

Two steeply nosed flint scrapers were picked up from the same area. 
Information from Mrs A ~arver, 9 Church Street, Berton, Loughborough, 

who has the finds. 
For details of other sites in the area see Antiquity xiii (March 1968), 46 and 

plate xi. 
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LONG WHATrON. 
In 1971 & 72 work was done under the direction of the Loughborough Archreological 
Society on the site of the medieval manor house. Walls of undressed stone about 
76 cm wide were found within 61 cm of the surface. Further work is planned. 

REVS B COLEY 

LUBBESTHORPE. SK 543008 
Field walking on the line of the proposed M69 produced a scatter of medieval 
pottery. 

S SMITH 

LUTTERWORTH. SP 845546 
Three sherds of (?}medieval pottery came from the site of Kettells Garage, George 
Street, Lu1tterworth, 150 metres east of the parish church. 

Ace No 290'1971 
J A DANIELL 

MANCETrER, WARKS. SP326967 
Work carried out on this site in 1964, 1965 and 1969 has been reported in Journal 
of Roman Studies and Britannia. 

In 1970, an area adjacent to that excavated in 1969 was investigated, and a 
pottery kiln, a sump into which a channel led, and several post holes were dis
covered. Also found were three other pottery kilns containing pottery of the second 
and third centuries A.D. including stamps of VICTOR and SAR US; a pebble 
working floor with two rectangular features, over an earlier ditch and many post 
holes; two wells, in addition to work done on one previously located; a road 
branching south-west from Watling Street with three distinct surfaces of differing 
widths, approximately twenty, twenty-eight and twenty-six feet respectively, and 
post holes adjacent to it; a large area of stone foundations along the projected line 
of this road with sagging .indicating a pit or well underneath, and a ditch of semi
punic form, nine feet wide .and four feet deep, indicating a mid-first century camp 
or fort, in which was a gap thirty-two feet wide, the filling of which contained 
turf and mid-first century , pottery. 

In 1971 work continued in the same area. The road sectioned in 1970 was 
uncovered at ,a point where it was joined by another contemporary road, leading to 
Watling Street further south and going in the di,rection of the River Anker. Also 
found were a well and traces of timber buildings and various water channels of 
an earlier date were found. 

· A large water channel ( eight feet wide and two feet deep) sealed by the first 
of the above-mentioned roads and leading from a contemporary well was excavated. 
Many small water channels and gulleys, possibly connected with the large channel, 
were found. 

A boundary ditch cut away by the channel and a second century kiln used 
by Loccius Urbicus and others was located. 

The filling of a well, first discovered in 1970 was found to be all of one date, 
indicating that it had been filled with waste from the nearby kiln of Minomelus, 
also excavated in 1970. The edge of a substantial building was found nearby. 

Excavations for Birmingham C11:y Museum and the Department of the 
Environment were directed by Mrs K F Hartley. 

K F HARTLEY 

MARKET BOSWORTH. 18-30 BARTON ROAD. SK 4o6033 
An extensive series of fourteen bays of box frame construction with collar and tie 
beam trussed roof with rower queen struts and butt-purlins was demolished prior 
to re-devel,opment of the site. Three further bays remain in the Black Lion public 
house. Excavation through the floor produced an earlier earthen floor 'in which 
llragments of fifteenth and sixteenth-century sherds were embedded. Beneath the 
floor level evidence of earlier occupation of the site occurred ,in the form of beam 
slots and post holes accompanied by some possibly fourteenth-century sherds. 

D H SMITH 
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MARKET HARBOROUGH. SP 74008818 
A sparse scatter of Roman pottery was. found in the grounds of White Lodge, 
Great Bowden Road. This included grey ware and a single fragment of samian. 
Other finds include tesserce and oyster shells. Further field walking during the 
construction of a small housing estate produced no evidence of buildings or further 
finds. 

MRS J GLENTON 

MEDBOURNE. SP 793939 
Roman pottery from three adjacent fieJ,ds suggests an extensive area of settlement. 
A group of pottery of first-century A.D. date was found in association with a Stone 
scatter including possible Belgic Sherds. Roof and flue tiles were also recovered. 

E J LINFORD 

NEVILL HOLT. SP 829932 
The location of the site of the deserted village of Prestgrave is incorrectly recorded 
in the provisional lisit of Deserted Medieval Villages in Leicestershire (TLAHS 
xxxix (1963-4), 24). 
The village was located by using local information combined with documentary· 
evidence and established by finds of pottery, including St Neots, Stamford and 
Lyvedon wares. The village was depopulated about 1448 during the enclosure of 
a deer park. 

Further details are recorded in The Leicestershire Historian, vol. I, number 7. 
E J LINFORD 

RATBY. SK 498058 
The earthworks at Ratby (for an aerial photograph see TLAHS xlv (1969-70), 
pi rb) were visited by the archreology division of the Ordnance Survey and J B 
Whitwe.tl!, Keeper of Antiquities, Leicester Museum, in June 1972, and they 
report as follows: -

"Towards the north east corner the earthworks stand nearly five metres in 
heighrt, much higher than the air photograph suggests. The ground slopes down 
,rom the west to the east and so the area enclosed is not on even ground and one 
can .barely see the western part of the enclosure from the east. There are eight cuts 
in the bank, those in . the west and easit sides, and one in the north east corner 
maybe original (the latter leads directLy to a pond). Two cuts on the nor~ side 
and two on the south may be· related to old field . boundaries (see Dr St Joseph'3 
air photograph CU 088). . 

The views from the earthwork are not extensive and it does not seem to be 
a site laid out with strategic positioning in mind. It could be either Iron Age or 
early medieval." 

REARSBY. 18-22 MILL ROAD. SK 649143 
A row of cottages with an eighteenth-century facade which concealed a substantial 
box frame constructed house of three bays and a crossbay at the eastern end was 
investigated. Residual evidence included an early series of ceiling joists chamfe;red 
and stopped, principal posts, wall-plates and tie beams. A large hot...air oven:, stand
ing on a cobble s,tone floor, the latter revealed by through the floor excavation, was 
uncovered in No. 20. 

A second box-frame constructed house was known to have stood immediately 
south-west of the above property. This building was not surveyed though the bay 
dimensi<''l.S were recorded. 

D H SMITH 

ROTIIl.EY. SK 56921230 
A small trial trench was dug by Mr R G Offley of Rothley to see itl the Roman 
building found under The Ridgeway continued into the field to the south east. No 
certain structures were identified, but building material was found. 
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A reassessment of the earlier Roman finds is being undertaken by Mrs M 
Palmer and A D McWhirr, while P D C Brown of the Ashmolean Museum, 
Oxford, is studying the Saxon material. It is hoped to publish these results in 
due course. 

AD MCWHIRR 

SEAGRAVE. 
During the digging of foundations for a new bungalow, part of a thirteenth or 
fourteenth-century green glazed pitcher, possibly Nuneaton ware, was found. 

SAPCOTE. 
SP 49669325 Field walking on the site oil the Roman villa produced a large 

number of tesserce made from tile and limestone. Acc No 34'1973 
SP 49669318 Surface finds of Roman building debris, coarse pottery and samian 

ware came from an al"ea disturbed by the quarry road. 
Ace No 42'1973 

Finds from both areas are deposited in Leicester Museum. 
S SMITH 

SOUTH CROXTON. SK 692104 (Plate 11) 
Excavation of this moated area revealed a scatter of roofing slate and fragments 
of creased ridge tile but no · other evidence of structures. Excavation was carried 
out on two sides revealing a shallow moat, and earthworks to the south produced 
fourteenth-century pottery. Beneath the earthworks two cobbled roads were found, 
one running ,to the south west comer of the moat in a westerly direction and the 
second ru11Illing north south (plate 11). Both were edged with gLacial boulders and 
infilled with small cobbles. Thirteenth-century pottery was found in one.of the roads 
and cart ruts on the north south road. Beneath this road and the surrounding area, 
eight large post pits, some drainage gu]J'ies and a large ditch running north south 
were found. All contained Saxo-Norman pottery (Stamford Ware). Also found 
were four spindle whorls, a coin of Aethelred II, a gilt strap and a number of bones. 

The work was carried out by T Pearce for the Dept. of the Environment and 
Leicester Museums. 

T PEARCE 

STATHERN. 
A polished green stone axe 20.5 cm long and with a maximum width of 7 cm was 
found several years ago when clearing an out-house of Stathern vicarage. It may 
therefore be a local find. Ace No . 466'1971 

STAUNTON HAROLD: SK 391202 
A light grey stone axe, 9.2 om existing length and with a maximum width of 5.8 
cm was found by J B Wheatley in January 1970 and is now in Leicester Museum 
Ace No 468'1971. 

REVD K H WAYNE 

THORPE SATCHVILLE. SK 737116 
Situated on the south side of the Fox Inn, the site comprised two bays of box 
frame timber construction with collar and tie-beam trusses in both gables while 
the central truss was of upper cruck construction. Panel infilling was of lath and 
daub and an internal chimney of wattle and daub construction was recorded. 
Carpenters' marks suggested that th,is building was a fragment of a more extensive 
series of bays running southwards for probably 18.46 m. Building now destroyed. 

D H SMITH 

WALTON-BY-KIMCOTE. SP 596870 
Two sherds of Roman or medieval pottery were found on a building site in the 
centre of the village on the south side of Chapel Lane. 

There is some doubt about the grid reference. The Museum record card has 
it as 870596 which is obviously incorrect, Ace No 289'1971 



PLATE II 

Excavations in progress at South Croxton photo: LEICESTER MUSEUM 
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NETHER HAMBLETON. SK 893066 
A detailed survey of the deserted village of Nether Hambleton has been carried 
out by the Rutland Field Research Group for Archreology and History prior to 
its submergence under the waters of the Empingham reservoir. The main pan of 
the site, consisting of sunken roads and house platforms, lies in a band approx
imately east-west across a field south of the Egleton-Hambleton road, close to the 
junction with the Hambleton-Lyndon road. 

The survey includes a contour survey at two metre intervals., 
LG EMMERSON 

NORMANTON. SK 931063 
The Rutland Field Research Group for Archreology and History have been 
observing contractors working on the site of the deserted village. 

LG EMMERSON 

PICKWORTH. SK 987137 
The top half of a beehive quern was found. Ace No 1970 27 

TIXOVER. 
J W Whiston of Walsall reports finding some years ago small sherds of Roman 
pottery in a field adjacent to Tixover Church. 

J W WHISTON 


